
Work Order History Report 11-Jun-2024

Asset: MS85, Active: True

DoneReading CostRepairtime
(hours)

Downtime
(hours)

FinishedDescriptionW/O NoAsset

JCB 3CX BACKHOEMS85

Hours $1,551.750.10.021/12/2021GRV Radio Installed by Wideland;21.12.2021 - GRV Radio
(sn#511TWK1054) Installed by Wideland Ad Toowoomba (SM)

8181

Hours8.6 $258.722.00.023/02/2022New Asset compliance inspection:23.02.2022_MWR_SC -
Perform MSS Machine Inspection, upload photos onto
compliance portal. (SM)23.02.2022_MWR_RC - Remove
300amp jump start point and replace with 175amp. complete
(SM)

8060

Hours8 $240.002.02.024/02/2022MNM Site Intro:24.02.2022_MWR_SC - Perform MNM brake
test, complete paperwork. Scan and submit paperwork. (SM)
23.02.2022_MWR_SC - Began MNM Site Intro, Brake test and
possible hose register required. (SM)22.12.2021 - MNM work
order attached (SM)

8061

$349.752.00.024/02/2022Compliance mods:24.02.2022_MWR_SC - Perform hose
audit/register engrave/sleeve and mark hoses, spiral wrap
remaining exposed hosing for protection on loader section,
bucket, jack legs. (SM)

8064

$240.002.00.025/02/2022GRV Site Intro:24.02.2022_MWR_SC - Perform GRV brake
test, complete compliance paperwork, scan and submit. (SM)
23.02.2022_MWR_SC - Began GRV Site Intro, brake test
required. (SM)

8062

Hours54 $120.001.01.023/03/2022Reverse Camera not working;23.03.2022_MWR_SC -
Inspected camera, not working, tested wiring to head unit, ok,
tested signal from camera, failed, found loose connection in
signal cable, tightened, test camera, ok. (SM)

8195

Hours $12.000.10.023/03/2022Unable to get Bucket Float to work.23.03.2022_MWR_SC -
Inspected for Bucket float, no switches, bucket float was not
installed on this model. (SM)22.03.2022 - Instructions supplied
by Wideland to Sean (SM)21.03.2022 - Emailed Wideland for
directions (SM)

8196
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DoneReading CostRepairtime
(hours)

Downtime
(hours)

FinishedDescriptionW/O NoAsset

Hours $120.000.00.01/04/2022Lots of Hydraulic Lag on the Hoe/Boom;28.07.2022_Replacing
the Hoe Control Valves should rectify the fault (SM)
01.04.2022_MWR_WA - Inspect and report fault with backhoe
control performance. Spoke with Wideland Ag regarding
modification valve to obtain correct backhoe operation, correct
kit needs to be installed as changing the hosing doesn't suit
the machine valving & operating pressures (SM)

8239

Hours $90.000.80.54/05/2022GRV Brake Test due;04.05.2022_MWR_SC - Perform Brake
Test, complete, scan and submit paperwork. (SM)

8392

Hours $90.000.80.04/05/2022MNM Brake Test due;04.05.2022_MWR_SC - Perform Brake
Test, complete, scan and submit paperwork. (SM)

8393

Hours214 $1,195.002.52.510/05/2022Needs Front Mudguards;10.05.2022_MWR_SC - Remove
wheels, fit mudguards as per instructions, refit wheels, test
drive, ok. (SM)09.05.2022 - Guard Kit in stock (SM)21.03.2022
- Emailed Wideland & Terrequipe for quotes (SM)

8424

Hours $1,412.436.06.01/06/2022First Service due at 100hrs (218hrs on 15/05);Drain and
replace rear diff oils,25.05.2022_SOS B result, recommended
resample in 250hrs. (KD)15.05.2022 - Carry Out first service
as per JCB sheet (SM)09.05.2022 - Service Kit in Stock (SM)
06.05.2022 - Wideland is sending the Kit for us to Service,
they will do the 500Hrs Service (SM)30.03.2022 - Service to
be done by Wideland Ag (SM)

8236

Hours $447.000.00.01/07/2022Needs Cheek Plates or side cutting plates put on the Oz
Buckets AT014, AT015 & AT016;01.07.2022_MWR_RC -
Clean up side of bucket install side cutting/protection edges
and torque bolts (SM)07.04.2022 - Parts in stock (SM)
01.04.2022 - Ordered Edge Cutters(3 sets) from Oz Buckets
(SM)01.05.2022_MWR_WA - Inspect buckets for shin plates
(SM)

8267

Hours $397.611.51.518/07/2022Replace all engine and Cab air Filter:18.07.2022 -
MWR_RC_change out all engine and cab air filters. (KD)
10.06.2022 - Parts in stock (SM)06.06.2022 - Shipped from
Mackay today (SM)31.05.2022 - Inner Cab Filter & Spare
Outer Can & Primary Engine Air filters ordered from Terrequipe
Mackay, ETA 06/06 (SM)

8801

Hours $360.000.00.019/07/2022Isaac Plains Site Intro:19.07.2020_MWR_SCR_Completed
SIP inspection, completed, scanned and submitted paperwork.
(KD) 19.07.2022_Sean emailed brake test, no MWR for 19.07

8796
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yet. (KD) 18.07.2022_MWR_SCR_Received backhoe from
GRV, had to wash, weed and seed machine as it was heavily
caked in mud. Brake tested and began IP inspection

Hours $120.001.01.019/07/2022MNM Brake Test:29.07.2022_MWR_SC_sent MWR. (KD)
27.07.2022_Sean emailed MWR but dated 27th, emailed to
double check if done twice and need the brake test paperwork
for 27th test. (KD) 19.07.2022_Sean emailed brake test, no
MWR yet. (KD)

8841

Hours $120.001.01.029/07/2022GRV Brake Test:27.07.2022_Sean emailed MWR but dated
27th, emailed to double check if done twice and need the
brake test paperwork for 27th test.  Sean said he would
backdate MWR to match (KD) 19.07.2022_Sean emailed
brake test, no MWR yet. (KD)

8840

Hours $190.601.01.020/08/2022Low Hyd Oil:20.08.2022_MWR_WA - Top up Hyd Oil. (SM)8989

Hours $240.002.00.029/09/2022Fire Ext out of date.28.09.2022_MWR_WA - Take fire
extinguishers to be tested and refit cab extinguisher/replace
external extinguisher with E220. (SM)

9245

Hours $111.000.00.030/09/2022Supply Grease Gun.30.09.2022_MWR_WA - Supplied Grease
gun & Cartridges, had to get chuck/hose made from MHF .
(SM)

9250

Hours $1,625.397.07.030/09/2022Service due at 500hrs(477hrs on 29/09)
:29.09.2022_MWR_WA - Carry out 500hr service (SM)
29.09.2022_Parts in stock (SM)28.09.2022_Filters ordered
from Terrequipe on MEX PO 1244 (SM)

9253

Hours $590.004.04.02/10/2022Beacons Faulty:02.10.2022_MWR_WA - Remove/ modify
beacon mount to fit one beacon and refit, Second beacon put
into store. (SM)01.10.2022_MWR_WA - Fit and connect 2x
beacons,  Will look at relocating bracket and fit only one
beacon as site requirements. (SM)29.09.2022_MWR_WA -
Test flashing light fault, needs new beacons. (SM)

9255

Hours $3,375.457.548.05/10/2022Punctured Tyre:05.10.2022_MWR_SC - Picked up wheel
assembly,  fitted to machine, test, ok. (SM)
04.10.2022_Tyrepower advised the tyre isn't repairable, new
spare ordered to replace the one used (SM)30.09.2022_Clean
muddy yard with spreader bar. Set up remove tyre deliver to
tyre power. (SM)26.09.2022_Tyre needs to be dropped to
Tyrepower to see if they can repair enough to run a tube. The

9219
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swap tyres back. (SM)25.09.2022_MWR_SC - Received call
from Zac about operator at Winchester downs has a punctured
tyre on MS85. Drove out to site (30 min drive) located
machine, removed wheel assembly, brought back to w/s.
inspected puncture, punctured in 3 locations, appears to be
spikes/splinters. Attempted to repair, as punctures were so
close together and on the curvature of the tyre, Could not
repair, may need to purchase a tube If tyre is to be used
again..Removed tyre off of rim, fitted new Michelin XMCL
440/80R28 Tyre Backhoe tyre, inflated, loaded onto ute. Drove
to site, fitted wheel assembly to backhoe, left site. Drove back
to w/s. (SM)

Hours $60.000.50.05/10/2022GRV Brake Test :05.10.2022_MWR_SC - Whilst testing,
noticed that brake test is almost due performed GRV brake
test, scanned and completed paperwork. (SM)

9274

Hours $60.000.50.05/10/2022MNM Brake Test :05.10.2022_MWR_SC - Whilst testing,
noticed that brake test is almost due performed MNM brake
test, scanned and completed paperwork. (SM)

9275

Hours $360.003.00.018/10/2022Overheating. 18.10.2022_MWR_RC - Clear out radiator,
cooling pack  and air cleaners, drive backhoe to front gate of
farm to get it away from black soil plains. (SM)

9374

Hours $720.006.036.07/11/2022Fuel Tank damaged.07.11.2022_MWR_RC - Assemble and fit
tank to machine refit isolators and steps, fill tanks prime up
and test machine. (SM)05.11.2022_MWR_SC - Fuel tank has
been ruptured, drain fuel from tank, remove tank, clean up,
poly weld hole, Sikaflex remaining gap, fabricate and install
patch, will allow to dry for 24Hrs prior to fitment. (SM)

9484

Hours $240.002.00.013/11/2022Foxleigh Site Intro.13.11.2022_MWR_WA - Fill out site intro
paperwork and repair and adjust spring for l/h rear indicator.
(SM)09.11.2022_MWR_WA - Start Foxleigh site intro. (SM)

9516

Hours $240.002.01.03/12/2022GRV Site Intro.03.12.2022_MWR_SC - Complete GRV annual
inspection and paperwork, scan and submit. (SM)
02.12.2022_MWR_SC - Begin annual inspection, perform
brake test. (SM)

9704

Hours579 $240.002.01.03/12/2022MNM Site Intro.03.12.2022_MWR_SC - complete MNM annual
inspection and paperwork, scan and submit. (SM)
02.12.2022_MWR_SC - Begin annual inspection, perform
brake test. (SM)

9705
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Hours $815.006.56.54/12/2022Repairs.04.12.2022_MWR_RC - Grease all points, fit
squawker back up alarm, remove number plate light & repair
cable connector for camera. Wash out coolers & wash
machine. Weld repair fork tine support. (SM)

9712

Hours $880.040.00.010/02/2023Unable to select Excavator Pattern on Hoe;10.02.2023_Craig
advised he doesn't want to go ahead with the fitment of the Kit.
(SM)14/07/2022 12:00 AM - Wideland to supply the
instructions for us to fit the kit. (SM)7/12/2022 12:00 AM - Kit is
in Stock Toowoomba, awaiting Wideland to get back to me
regarding install (SM)5/06/2022 12:00 AM - Wideland advised
eta 14/06/2022 12:00 AM (SM)01.04.2022_MWR_WA - Travel
to site. Draw out template for backhoe decal.  Template
delivered to create a sign (SM)30/03/2022 12:00 AM - Spoke
with Create a Sign, they can make one but need an outline
Template of the old Sticker for dimensions, asked Wayne to
trace a template and drop to Jodee at Create a Sign  (SM)
23/03/2022 12:00 AM - Contacted Wideland regarding
replacement His Control Sticker to show SAE & ISO Patterns
(SM)23/03/2022 12:00 AM_MWR_SC - Test function, backhoe
mode is not easily switchable to excavator mode, inspected
further, hoses can be swapped but adapter fittings necessary,
drove to MHF, adapter fittings had to be fabricated due to
unusual size in BSP fittings, picked up fittings, fitted, tested
function, excavator mode is working. (SM)22/03/2022 12:00
AM - Advised by Wideland Ag this machine requires an
upgrade for this function, quote pending (SM)21/03/2022 12:00
AM - Emailed Wideland for directions (SM)

8197

Hours629 $90.000.80.013/02/2023GRV Brake Test13.02.2023_MWR_SC - Perform brake test,
complete, scan and submit paperwork. (SM)

10043

Hours $90.000.80.013/02/2023MNM Brake Test.13.02.2023_MWR_SC - Perform brake test,
complete, scan and submit paperwork. (SM)

10044

Hours $600.005.05.017/02/2023Change Hoe function from Excavator pattern back to
Standard.17.02.2023_MWR_WA - Reset hydraulic hoses back
to factory arrangement. (SM)

10078

Hours $515.934.04.06/03/2023Reset Hoe Pattern back to Excavator Pattern by Wed
08/03.06.03.2023_MWR_WA - Re-connect hoses for back hoe
back to digger pattern.  Top up hyd oil. (SM)

10178

Hours $60.000.50.59/03/2023Overheating.09.03.2023_MWR_SC - Cleaned out cooler10203
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packs, cleaned out air filters. (SM)27.02.2023_Tim phoned to
report a Critical Warning on Dash, checked online and found it
was reporting Overheat warnings. Tim took the Service Trailer
from the W/shop to blow out. (SM)

Hours720 $268.462.02.026/03/2023AC not working.26.03.2023_MWR_SC - A/C not working.
Backhoe came into w/s. Inspected, very low flow out of
vents/warm air. Disassembled evaporator, found it has frozen
up and blocked filters. Removed filters, cleaned cores,
installed new filters, reassembled interior, test, ok. (SM)

10292

Hours729 $789.644.04.029/03/2023Service due at 750hrs (729 hrs on 29/03)
29.03.2023_MWR_SP - Conduct 250hr service as per service
documents. (SM)14.03.2023_Parts in stock. (SM)

10333

Hours730 $120.001.01.031/03/2023Daunia Site Intro.31.03.2023_MWR_SP - Hand brake test
failed for site compliance Insp. Adjusted hand brake so it did
pass. (SM)30.03.2023_Daunia Site Intro insp booked for
30/03. (SM)

10344

Hours $155.341.01.06/04/2023RHS Tail Light broken.MRF Request No
6604_MS85_WS_01.04.2023.06.04.2023_MWR_WA -
Replace R/h tail light lens. Straighten surrounding bracket.
(SM)06.04.2023_Lens in stock. (SM)05.04.2023_Lens ordered
from Terrequipe Mackay (SM)

10370

Hours $405.002.00.011/04/2023Install BMA Daunia Radio by 12/04.11.04.2023_MWR_WA - Fit
and wire radio 10 BMA mine radio (Radio #R10) (SM)

10394

Hours794 $90.000.80.03/05/2023GRV Brake Test.03.05.2023_MWR_SC - Perform brake test,
complete, scan and submit paperwork.

10548

Hours $90.000.80.03/05/2023MNM Brake Test.03.05.2023_MWR_SC - Perform brake test,
complete, scan and submit paperwork.

10549

Hours795 $180.001.50.09/05/2023Remove BMA Radio #10.09.05.2023_MWR_WA - Remove
radio 10. Taken to w/s/store cabinet (SM)

10603

Hours $374.503.03.019/05/2023Cab Dust Leaks, noted by Sam at 750hr
service.18.05.2023_MWR_WA - Inspect cabin window/doors
seals and adjustment. Check for adjustment to rear window.
(SM)

10674

Hours $88.460.50.55/06/2023Replace Cab Air Filter.05.06.2023_MWR_WA - Replace 1x
Cab Recirc Air Filter (SM)

10790

Hours940 $300.002.52.513/06/2023AC not Cold.13.06.2023_MWR_SP - REMOVED DEBRIS
FROM FRONT COOLER PACK/ CLEANED WITH AIR AND

10825
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WATER. REMOVED FILTERS AND CLEANED/ CLEANED
EVAPORATOR WITH AIR AND WATER. RAN UP MACHINE
AIRCON WAS CONSIDERABLY BETTER (SM)

Hours $660.005.55.516/07/2023Hyd Oil leak.16.07.2023_MWR_WA - Set up machine for safe
access. Remove hydraulic control valve. Reseal fittings and
reassemble/fit (SM)15.07.2023_MWR_WA - Inspect hyd oil
leak under rear of machine. Found fittings on control valve
leaking.  Repairs un-safe to complete on-site. Machine will be
brought to work shop 16/7/23 for valve removal and repair. If
time allows will complete service (SM)

11012

Hours $1,831.755.05.016/07/2023Service due at 1000HRS (1027hrs on 16/07)
16.07.2023_MWR_WA - Carry out 1000hr service. Note: not
enough gear oil for front diff replacement. JCB gear oil plus
used in rear diff/ all final drives done. Shell Spirex used in
transmission. JCB hyd oil used in hyd (SM)14.06.2023_Filters
& Oil ordered from Terrequipe (SM)

11018

Hours $204.351.01.022/07/2023Change front diff oil.22.07.2023_MWR_ES - REPLACED DIFF
OIL (SM)18.07.2023_Oil in Stock (SM)17.07.2023_20L drum
of Oil ordered from Terrequipe (SM)16.07.2023_Didn't have
enough gear oil to change front diff oil at the 1000hr service
(SM)

11046

Hours $60.000.50.024/07/2023MNM Brake Test due.24.07.2023_MWR_SC - Perform brake
test, complete, scan and submit paperwork. (SM)

11060

Hours1037 $60.000.50.024/07/2023GRV Brake Test due.24.07.2023_MWR_SC - Perform brake
test, complete, scan and submit paperwork. (SM)

11061

Hours1071 $155.311.01.03/08/2023Oil Filler Cap left off.03.08.2023_MWR_ES - REPLACED OIL
FILTER & CHECKED OIL LEVEL. (SM)22.07.2023_MWR_ES
- REPLACED ENG OIL DUE TO FILLER CAP WAS FOUND
OFF. OIL FILTER TO BE ORDERED. (SM)

11045

Hours1072 $900.007.55.07/08/2023Flat Tyre.07.08.2023_MWR_ES/SC - TRAVELLED TO
MACHINE, SETUP, REMOVED TYRE, LIFTED INTO UTE.
DROPPED OFF AT DISCOUNT TYRES. COLLECTED TYRE,
TRAVELLED TO MACHINE, FITTED & MOVED MACHINE
OFF THE HIGHWAY MORE. (SM)

11167

Hours $3,445.912.52.513/08/2023Flat Tyre.13.08.2023_MWR_WA - Remove and replace rear
right tyre. (SM)

11208

Hours $60.000.50.524/08/2023Hyd Hose damaged.24.08.2023_MWR_SC - Operator has
damaged hose, took to MHF for replacement. (SM)

11274
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damaged hose, took to MHF for replacement. (SM)

Hours $172.680.50.524/08/2023900 Bucket needs New
Teeth.MRF7301_MS85_EXP_15.08.2023.24.08.2023_MWR_
SC - Replaced GET, 6x 18TVC Teeth & retainers. (SM)

11275

Hours $60.000.50.524/08/2023900 Bucket needs Pin retainer
welded.MRF7301_MS85_EXP_15.08.2023.24.08.2023_MWR
_SC - Welded in retainers. (SM)

11276

Hours $60.000.50.524/08/2023Adjust Rear Boom slack adjuster (needs to have gap to
unlock)
MRF7301_MS85_EXP_15.08.2023.24.08.2023_MWR_SC -
Adjusted wedge for boom. (SM)

11277

Hours $120.001.01.029/08/2023Error Code flashing.29.08.2023_MWR_SC - Operator advised
that error code was flashing, looked on JCB live link, advised
that filter was plugged. Cleaned out filters and cooler packs.
Code not present. (SM)

11307

Hours $60.000.50.031/08/2023COLLECTED FIRE EXTINGUISHERS FROM FSI &
SWAPPED OUT.31.08.2023_MWR_ES - COLLECTED FIRE
EXTINGUISHERS FROM FSI & SWAPPED OUT, 8KG E220
SWAPPED FOR E208, 2KG E235 SWAPPED FOR E250 (SM)

11322

Hours1184 $1,356.558.08.013/09/2023Service due at 1250hrs (1184hrs on
13/09).13.09.2023_MWR_SP - Conducted service as per
service sheet. Replaced rear axle bolt lhs and torqued to spec.
Replaced rear tail light plastic lhs. Repaired fm radio and
cleaned cab. Cleaned out cooler packs and air con condenser.
Greased machine and inspected under machine. Topped up
coolant and hyd oil. Washed machine and prepped for
transport south. (SM)

11420

63No of W/O for Asset Total: $30,295.62174.5MS85 131.7MS85 :

JCB 3CX BACKHOEMS85

Hours1187 $180.001.51.52/11/2023Fit BMA Radio.02.11.2023_MWR_WA - Remove Cameby
Radio#32 & bracket. Fabricate bracket and fit BMA radio #11
and speaker.

11759

Hours $60.000.50.03/11/2023NDT Inspection.03.11.2023_MWR_WA - Assist with AIS with
NDT inspection on MS85. (SM)

11767

2No of W/O for Asset Total: $240.001.5MS85 2.0MS85 :
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JCB 3CX BACKHOEMS85

Hours1187 $300.002.50.015/11/2023MNM Site Intro.15.11.2023_MWR_SC - Perform MNM intro,
gather required documents, take photos, complete brake test,
complete paperwork, scan and submit. (SM)

11890

Hours $120.001.00.015/11/2023GRV Site Intro.15.11.2023_MWR_SC - Perform MNM intro,
gather required documents, take photos, complete brake test,
complete paperwork, scan and submit. (SM)

11891

Hours $180.001.51.516/11/2023NDT Inspection.08.11.2023_MWR_SP - REPAIRED CRACKS
FOUND IN NDT (SM)07.11.2023_NDT Inspection completed
by AIS, some Cracks identified on Fork Tine & Bucket for
repair (SM)

11798

Hours $675.325.05.013/01/2024Inspect/repair fuel leak from diesel tank.11.01.2024_MWR_SP
- Complete job (SM)10.01.2024_MWR_SP - Remove and start
repair on fuel tank (SM)

12172

$120.000.00.024/02/2024COMP - Anglo GRV Plant & Equipment Statutory Brake
Tests.24.02.2024_MWR_SC - Perform brake test, complete,
scan and submit paperwork. (SM)

12213

$120.000.00.04/03/2024COMP - Anglo MNM Plant & Equipment Annual Site
Introduction.03.03.2024_MWR_SC - Brake test machine, take
photos, discussed paperwork with Nikki, new work order
should be sent tomorrow. (SM)

12540

Hours $300.722.50.010/04/2024Checkover/Grease prior to site use.10.04.2024_MWR_BD -
Check over, greased, blown out air filters, replaced park light,
wash down. (SM)

12844

$120.000.00.013/04/2024COMP - Anglo GRV Plant & Equipment Statutory Brake
Tests.13.04.2024_MWR_SC - Perform GRV brake test,
complete, scan and submit paperwork. (SM)

12851

$0.000.00.013/04/2024COMP - Anglo MNM Plant & Equipment Statutory Brake Tests12919

Hours $1,300.867.50.010/06/2024Prep for Sale. Remove mine radio #11
etc.09.06.2024_MWR_IH - Degrease and pressure wash
machine. Truck wash and pressure wash machine. Clean
wash pad after machine. Acetone adhesive residue remaining
from compliance stickers. Scrape/wipe remaining stickers and
residue including from glass. Remove mine radio and MSS
first aid kit/snake bite kit. Remount UHF in machine. Brush and
blow out interior, clean interior and detail. Clean all machine

13233
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glass interior and exterior. Cut and polish bonnet (SM)

10No of W/O for Asset Total: $3,236.906.5MS85 20.0MS85 :

75No of W/O for Parent Total: $33,772.52182.5OMRC 153.7:OMRC

$33,772.52182.5Grand Total 153.775
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